(y) , y ∈ Y , and V ↠ X a holomorphic vector bundle. V y ∶= V Xy , and m y ⊲ O Y denotes the maximal ideal of all holomorphic functions vanishing at the point y ∈ Y . Finally f y,i ∶ f (i) (V ) m y f (i) (V ) → H i X y , V y denotes the canonical homomorphism. Proof: Let W = ⋃ i U i be an open cover and g ij ∶ U i ∩ U j → G locally constant, U i ∩ U j = ∅ , forming a 1-cocycle, so g ki g jk g ij = 1 if U i ∩ U j ∩ U k = ∅ , and g ii = 1 . We have to show that after maybe refining the open cover there exist h i ∶ U i → G locally constant such that g ij = h −1 j h i . After maybe refining the open cover we may assume by [4] corollary 5.2 that it is good, which means that all finite non-empty intersections of the U i are diffeomorphic to IR n . Then of course all g ij are constant.
Choose i 0 . Take an arbitrary i and a path γ ∶ [0, 1] → W from U i 0 to U i . Let I kσ , σ = 1, . . . , s k , numbered increasingly, be the connected components of γ
cover with open intervals, and there exist unique h kσ ∈ G , such that
lτ h kσ , I kσ ∩ I lτ = ∅ . Since two such paths are homotopic and h i,s i is constant under small variation of γ , we see that infact h i ∶= h i,s i is independent γ . ↝ (h i ) 0-chain in G , and taking a path from U i 0 to U j over U i ∩ U j one sees that indeed
n smooth family of compact real manifolds. Then M is trivial.
Proof: by induction on n, inspired by [12] proof of theorem 2.4.
indeed locally in M such χ exist, so we obtain an open cover M = ⋃ i U i , without restriction locally finite, and χ i ∈ H 0 (T U i ) with this property. Now take a smooth partition (ε i ) of unity subordinated to (U i ) and χ ∶= ∑ i ε i χ i . Let Φ be the integral flow to χ , so the maximal solution of the initial value problem
.
So since all fibers of M are compact we see that Φ is defined on all IR × M . Let π 1 ∶ M ↠ IR denote the first component of π . Then
is a strong family morphism with inverse x ↦ (π 1 (x), Φ (−π 1 (x), x)) , so a strong family isomorphism. Finally by induction hypothesis M {0}×IR n is trivial. ◻
Proof: see [10] . ◻
Proof: Since W is connected all Φ Yw , w ∈ W , are homotopic to id Yw , so equal to id Yw by theorem 0. (ii) T g is a bounded contractible domain of holomorphy, so in particular Stein.
(iii) M g is trivial as a smooth family of compact smooth families.
Proof: (i) trivial for g = 0 : T 0 single point and M 0 =Ĉ . Explicit construction for g = 1 :
(ii) trivial for g = 0 and g = 1 . For g ≥ 2 by [6] section 2.
(iii) trivial for g = 0 and g = 1 . For g ≥ 2 by theorem 0.2 since T g diffeomorphic to IR 6(g−1) , see [13] → X ϕ(w) is homotopic to σ , which implies ϕ(w) = u w by construction of T g . Therefore ϕ is infact globally defined. Now on their overlaps two local choices of Φ differ by a strong automorphism of ϕ * M g homotopic to id ϕ * Mg , which so equals id ϕ * Mg by theorem 0.3. We see that also Φ is globally defined. Finally Φ Yw 0 ○ σ −1 ∈ Aut X u 0 homotopic to id Xu , so Φ Yw 0 = σ by theorem 0.3. 
are well-defined and holomorphic on W , ψ(w), ϕ(w) linearly independent over IR for all w ∈ W . ψ (w 0 ) = 1 and ϕ (w 0 ) = u 0 . After multiplying ω with 1 ψ we may assume that ψ = 1 . Then ϕ(W ) ⊂ T 1 . Locally in W take a holomorphic section q of N . So locally in W , (Φ, ϕ) given by
is a fiberwise biholomorphic family morphism N → M 1 . On their overlaps two such locally constructed Φ differ by a translation with a holomorphic section of ϕ * M 1 . Since W contractible and Stein, H ∈ Aut X u 0 is a translation τ a with some a ∈ C , and so taking
After refining the open cover we may assume that it is good, see [4] 
j is a locally free sheaf on U i ∩ U j of rank 1 by [8] theorem 10.5.5, so every local frame yields an isomorphism
and we may assume that ψ ⊗2 ij = id T rel N . Infact we can construct a global ψ ij on U i ∩ U j : Two local choices of ψ ij differ by multiplication with ±1 , and so we see that the obstructions to define ψ ij globally on 
